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ABHM grio speaks on impact
of slavery on current Black
health concerns

A M E R I C A N

(What’s The News?)
National News Briefs
An Oakland
community
wants answers
after two disturbing incidents where a
noose was
found on separate occasions
outside an elementary school.
The first incident occurred on August 21 after a child found a
noose on the floor near Chabot
Elementary School. Police called
the occurrence “an accident.” On
September 6, another noose was
found hanging on a batting cage
on the side of the school. A
spokesperson for Oakland Unified
School District said the community is on edge, adding a noose is
a symbol of hatred and an ugly
side of American history. According to the school district, the incident hasn’t been designated as a
hate crime. The FBI has been
contacted to investigate.—thegrio

Reggie Jackson, a professor at Concordia University and Head Griot of the America’s Black Holocaust Museum spoke to a standing room only audience at the Museum Saturday. Jackson’s presentation focused on “The African Diaspora and Impact on Health Equity.” He discussed both the
genetic codes of Africans and how their environment, culture and experiences before and during
slavery impacted current health care concerns among African Americans. The community conversation’ series was sponsored by the Medical College of Wisconsin. —Photo by Mikel Holt

A Virginiabased Episcopal seminary is
placing $1.7
million toward
an endowment
fund that is designated to pay
reparations for
slavery. The announcement of the
fund occurred last Thursday citing
the creation is due to the historical
ties the seminary had with slavery.
The money will fund projects that
are in association with the seminary such as emerging congregations but also supporting African
American clergy members and the
work of historic African American
congregations. A University of Connecticu scholar on reparations and
race relations said the endowment
is the first time an organization associated with slavery have taken it
upon themselves to fund reparations to the direct descendants of
the enslaved.—thegrio

Milwaukee Brewers star and reigning
MVP Christian Yelich was on the receiving end of a Gatorade shower by
his teammates after he hit a gamewinning double that gave the Brewers
the victory and the series win over
their archrivals, the Chicago Cubs, at
Miller Park. Unfortunately on Tuesday
night, Yelich was on the receiving end
of a fouled off pitch of his right knee
during his at bat in a game against
the Miami Marlins. He is expected to
miss the rest of the season. On hand
to watch the win over the Cubs was
former Brewers star Bill Hall (shown
above) who officially retired from
baseball as a member of his old team
recently. Hall threw out the ceremonial first pitch before the game. Hall
also provided game analysis during
the TV broadcast of the contest.
—Photos by Yvonne Kemp

Hundreds
of Bahamians
trying to flee
the devastation left by
Hurricane
Dorian, were
recently
forced off a
ferry headed towards Fort Lauderdale, Fla., after they were informed at the last minute they
would need Bahamian passports
and documents to show they did
not have a criminal record to
board. Ferry employees said
they were informed by U.S. Customs and Border Protection to
make the announcement even
after passengers waited in line
for hours and bought tickets for
more than $100. Customs officials claimed the employees informed them that they did not
want to transport the evacuees.
—thegrio

Mother of
Dontre
Hamilton
honored with
other mothers
who lost sons at
the hands of police officers at
BET “Black
Girls Rock”
awards
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America's Black Holocaust
Museum hires former County
Zoo leader Davis as CEO
Dr. Robert Davis

Gatorade Win for the Brew Crew, former Brewers
great Billy Hall throws out ceremonial first pitch

Maria Hamilton (far right), mother of Dontre Hamilton, who was shot to death by a Milwaukee
Police officer in 2014, joined four other mothers whose sons were killed by police to accept
the Community Change Agent Award during Black Entertainment Television’s (BET) “Black
Girls Rock” awards ceremony. The other mothers on stage with Hamilton—which makes up
some of the members of the “Mothers of the Movement” group, were: Cleopatra CowleyPendleton, mother of murdered Chicago 15-year-old Hadiya Pendleton; Trayvon Martin's
mother Sybrina Fulton; and Eric Garner's mother Gwen Carr. “Mothers of the Movement” is a
group of women who’ve lost sons and daughters to police brutality and gun violence.
—Photo courtesy of BET

Dr. Robert Davis is the new presi"It is indeed an
dent and CEO of America's Black
Holocaust Museum.
honor to continue
Former Zoological Society of Milwaukee CEO Dr. Robert Davis is the the great and most
new president and CEO of America's necessary work of
Black Holocaust Museum in Milwaukee.
Dr. Cameron. He
Davis began his new role on September 3, the day before the museum (was) a true Griot
reopened at 401 W. North Ave. (West African term
America's Black Holocaust Museum
is a program under the Dr. James for storyteller). We
Cameron Legacy Foundation, a nonmust celebrate and
profit founded in 2012. The former
physical museum closed in 2008 and advance his vision
was reinvented as a virtual museum
by keeping Amerat www.abhmuseum.org.
"It is indeed an honor to continue
ica's Black Holothe great and most necessary work of
Dr. Cameron. He not only was one of caust Museum
the world's only survivors of public
lynching, but also a true Griot (West alive."—Dr. Davis
African term for storyteller). We
must celebrate and advance his vision by keeping America's Black Holocaust
Museum alive," Davis said in a press release.
Davis most recently was the principal of DRMD Strategies LLC, a nonprofit strategic consulting firm in Cedar Rapids, Iowa. Davis also was a former president and CEO of the Dubuque County Historical Society and the
National Mississippi River Museum & Aquarium, both in Iowa.
From 2005 to 2015, Davis held the title of president and CEO of the Zoological Society of Milwaukee. Known as "Dr. Bert" by zoo staffers, he secured a $6.7 million dollar donation, which is the largest foundation gift that
(continued on page 3)
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QUESTION OF THE WEEK:

“Trump says some Bahamas hurricane evacuees are
not welcome in the U.S., claiming they are ‘very bad
people’ who should be barred entry to the country. is
the president right or wrong? Why or why not?”

“As our history
has shown, the
U.S. should welcome all individuals fleeing
deplorable conditions due to a nat- TANGELA
ural disaster in
WILSON
hopes of finding
safety and better opportunities regardless of race or nationality.”

“He’s wrong!
How could number
45 in the White
House be so cruel to
people of color people who lost everything this is why we
ERNIE
need to be encouraged even more to
“G.”
vote him out of office in 2020. Don’t stay home, and remember, if you’re a felon off paper you can vote.”

“It is apparent that
the president has
forgotten the history of the U.S. He
has no compassion
for those in need
during a horrific criSHIRRON
sis that is beyond
JUDE-BOYD
the control of any
human being. If anyone should be barred
from the U.S., it should be Trump!”

“That’s Trump being
himself. He has expressed similar opinions about other
people of color who
wanted to seek refuge
in America. He is appealing to his base of
supporters Voters who
see the world differently will have an opportunity to change the political and social reality
that currently exists in American during the 2020
elections.”

GREG
FANNING
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UWM alum
organizes
block party
and
neighborhood
cleanup
By Kathy Quirk

Schuyler Ramsey, who earned his bachelor’s degree in
community engagement and education from UWM, is
taking what he learned in the classroom back to his neighborhood.
For the second straight year, Ramsey is organizing a
neighborhood cleanup and block party, which is set for
Sept. 21 in the area around Benjamin Franklin School on
West Nash Street.
“My goal is to bring what I learn back to my community,” says the 28-year-old Ramsey, who works part time
in UWM’s TRIO & Pre-College programs office and
plans to start working on a master’s degree in community
education this fall.
In 2018, when he was first inspired to do a neighborhood project, he asked people in the area what issues they
would like to see addressed. In the 53206 ZIP code, there
were many, including reckless driving, drugs and poverty.
Ramsey decided to start with something focused and
doable.
“I had a few issues to choose from, but I kind of wanted
to start small,” he says, “and that’s where the community
cleanup idea came from.”
Drawing on what he’d learned in his UWM community
education classes about organizing, he went door to door
around West Capitol Drive, North 27th Street and West
Keefe Avenue, telling people about the project and inviting them to join in. He also promoted the event on social
media and through local news media.
The 2018 “Sweep the Streets” community cleanup and
block party attracted several hundred residents, mostly
local, who worked with volunteers from Milwaukee Public Schools and other organizations to fill a dumpster full
of trash.
A few sponsors donated toward food and refreshments
for the block party, held near Benjamin Franklin School.
Games and activities, a DJ and a dance contest encouraged neighbors to get to know each other. Community

HERE
SHE IS!

UWM alum Schuyler Ramsey is organizing a neighborhood cleanup
and block party for the second year
in a row. (UWM Photo/Pete Amland)

leaders spoke to the gathering about peacemaking and
building a stronger community.
This year, with backing from BLOC (Black Leaders
Organizing for Change), the event will expand with a
theme of mental health. In addition to fun, games and
yoga, community organizations will have booths and representatives available to let people know what resources
are available to them. Ramsey will be passing out contact
information for jobs organizations and city agencies. And,
as at last year’s event, voting information will also be
available.
“I named it a cleanup and block party,” Ramsey says.
“However, I definitely want to educate the community. I
kind of like catching them by surprise with all the educational stuff.”
April Holland, executive director of the TRIO & PreCollege programs, describes Ramsey as a “phenomenal
asset” to the program. “Schuyler inspires each of us daily
through his words of encouragement and positive attitude,” Holland says. “He displays a strong belief that education is important, an education is priceless, and
demonstrates daily for our students that no matter what
the obstacles we encounter each day, an education is your
key to living a successful life.”
Ramsey sees the block party and cleanup as a way of
challenging the perception that people in the neighborhood don’t care about their community. After last year’s
event, he says he’s already seeing changes. Some of the
young men who used to just hang out around the neighborhood helped with the cleanup and pitched in for the
block party. A few have gone back to school.
Ramsey grew up in the neighborhood and still lives
there. “Growing up in 53206 psyched me in a way because you see the good and the bad,” he says. “It makes
me more eager to help make improvements. A lot of people want to move away, but I love it here. My goal is one
little thing at a time.”

TEKEMA

MISS
BLACK
USA

BALENTINE,

2019

Madison Wisconsin native
Tekema Balentine was recently crowned Miss Black
USA held last month in
Washington, D.C.

A college student currently pursuing a nursing degree at Madison College, she is also an
activist and social justice advocate. She is also
a caregiver, track and field coach, and a member of the
P.A.T.C.H (Providers and Teens Communications for
Health) organization. P.A.T.C.H was foudned to advocate
for health awareness and mental health resources for
teens and adults.
Balentine, who is gay, said in a recent Madison newspaper article that it is important for her to represent for
other brown girls who feel as if they don’t have anyone
to relate to. She also has a strong desire for civic engagement and plans to use her platform to advocate on the
awareness surrounding mental health in the African
American community.
She says she wants to be an accessible role model, especially for girls of color.
During her reign, she will serve as a celebrity advocate
for the Heart Truth campaign to raise awareness of heart
disease and promote healthy lifestyles.
The pageant, a week-long event kicked off on the 7th
of August and culminated with the crowning of Balentine
on August 11th. The event was live streamed as contest-

ants opened with an upbeat dance number wearing heels
by Liliana footwear, the official shoe sponsor. Balentine
won a $20,000 prize package including a $5,000 academic scholarship. Contestants were judged in Evening
Gown, On Stage Interview, Talent and Personal Fitness.
1st Runner up - Miss Black Nevada USA – Aisja Allen
2nd Runner up – Miss Black New York USA –
Shannon Alomar
3rd Runner up – Miss Black Tennessee USA –
Alexis Cole
4th Runner up – Miss Black Virginia USA –
Hollis Brown
About Miss Black USA
The Miss Black USA pageant is the premier pageant
for women of color. The non-profit organization was
founded in 1986 seeking to provide educational opportunities to outstanding young African American women and
to develop the whole woman, mind, body and spirit. To
date, the pageant has awarded more than $450,000 in
scholarships.

Brothas’ Showin’ Out Again at
the annual MEN WHO COOK!

Over 20 men of the community came together at McGovern Park
Senior Center (4500 W. Custer Ave.) to do a little showin’ out with
their culinary skills at the 20th annual Men Who Cook Competition
hosted by the Wisconsin Black Chamber of Commerce, Inc and My
Father’s House. Above are this year’s winners (top row standing, left
to right): Ruben Hopkins, Milwaukee County Supervisor Sequanna
Taylor and Greg Wells. (Seated, left to right): Darrin Reasby, Earl Ingram, and Wesley Sanders. (Pictured at immediate right): Reasby with
his scrumptious Strawberry Lemon Crunch Cheese Cake!—Kemp photos

Small Business Academy and USDOT to
hold Credit Tune-Up September 17
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Former Zoo
CEO Davis
to head
ABHM

(continued from front page)
the Zoological Society has received.
Davis also worked as vice president of education for the Lincoln
Park Zoo from 2001 to 2005 and director of education and external relations at Zoo Atlanta from 1997 to
2001.
Davis's professional background in
zoological studies stems from his
bachelor of science degree in animal
science and biology from Tuskegee
Institute and University. He also
holds a doctorate in veterinary medicine from the Tuskegee University
School of Veterinary Medicine.
"Of all the candidates in our
search, we felt that Dr. Davis had the
greatest combination of skills, experience and commitment to help make
the long-awaited reopening of the
museum successful for generations to
come," ABHM board chair Ralph
Hollmon said in a press release.

The Milwaukee Brotherhood of Firefighters
held their 40th Anniversary Gala at the Harley
Davidson Museum, 400
W. Canal St., recently.
The evening theme
was
"Leaders Instill in
their People Hope for
Success and a Belief in
Themselves" All the
past presidents were in
attendance and Oshi
Adelabu spoke on the
importance of giving
back and recruiting
young people of color
onto the Fire Department. The number of African American men and women in
the department is low, and younger African Americans have
forgotten what it takes to keep organizations like the Brotherhood and League of Martin in place. More people of color
need to pay their dues and not be afraid to affliate themselves
with the organization and the struggle.
The firefighters gave an award to retired FOX6 News anchor
and reporter Beverly Taylor for the great reporting she did over
the years on the Brotherhood.—Photos by Kim Robinson

DEFENSE (NOT OFFENSE)
KEY PACKER’S WIN OVER THE
CHICAGO BEARS!

The 100th season of
the National Football
League (NFL) opened
the only way it could on
Thursday night...between
the league’s two most
storied and oldest franchises: The Green Bay
Packers vs. “The Monster’s of the Midway,” the
Chicago Bears at Soldier
Field!
The Packers defeated
the Bears at 10 to 6.
Though the Bears
vaunted defense held the
packers to one touchdown, the Pack’s “D” rose
to the occassion, keeping
the Bears out of the endzone, with their points
coming via field goals
The Packers will host
the Minnesota Vikings for
its season opener on
Sunday September 15th,
at Lambeau Field.—Photos by Kim Robinson

The Small Business Academy
and the U.S. Department of
Transportation (USDOT) Small
Business Transportation Resource Center Great Lakes present will present a free half-day
training academy for new businesses and entrepreneurs.
The training will be held September 17, from 7:30 a.m. to 1
p.m., at the Potawatomi Hotel &
Conference Center, 1721 W.
Canal St. Attendance is free.
The even will provide participants with practical advice
from experts on topics covering
small business lending, free
business assistance resources,
and ways to plan, start and grow
profitable business.
Paricipants will have an opportunity to learn more about:
• How to improve your
financial health
• How your personal finances
affect your business
• Revolving loan funds &

alternative financing
• Getting a line of credit
• Breaking into new markets
• Social Media & Branding
• Technology
• Human Resources
• Certifications
• Bonding

• Bidding
For more information about
the program, contact Irays
Munoz at (312) 425-9500,
email: Imunoz@sbtrcgreatlakes.us, or call Vanessa Ineza
at 608-210-6728, email:
vanessa.Ineza@wedc.org

Feel the pulse of YOUR COMMUNITY online!
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Despite struggles of
printed media and
“fake news,” the
Community Journal
continues to champion
the causes of Black
Milwaukee

(First published as an editorial on
July 24, 2019)

Two decades ago, columnist Mikel Holt authored an article for the Milwaukee Press Club
about the importance of the Black Press. Holt
stressed the uniqueness of the Black Media, as
well as its uncompromising role as an arm of the
Civil Rights Movement.
He noted that newspapers from Freeman's
Journal to the Community Journal have not only
defended African Americans from the tentacles
of White Supremacy but paved the way for generations in our quest for equal rights and justice.
For four decades your MCJ has continued that
mission, identifying problems, providing solutions, and frequently advocating for Black America to “WAKE UP!” Sometimes this newspaper
has been forced to criticize our own for apathy
or lack of political participation. WE can do so,
because we’re talking to family.
Unlike any other newspaper in the state, we
have been the catalyst for Black empowerment,
cultural development, and even spiritual growth.
We have advocated for state and local laws,
uncovered schemes and deceptions, and led
campaigns for justice and accountability.
A recent case in point clearly illustrates this
newspaper’s importance to our Community as a
communication entity for our people.
Last week, the city’s daily mainstream newspaper, the Milwaukee Journal Sentinel—in its
Green Sheet news quiz—had a question related
to the shooting death of three-year-old Brooklyn
Harris. She was killed while riding in her
mother’s SUV during a road rage incident on
July 13.
Many in the community who had been touched
by Brooklyn’s senseless death, expressed justified outrage at the paper’s insensitivity and
disrespect to the little girls’ family by trivializing
her death in the form of a question!
Under the title of “correction,” the newspaper’s editor apologized for the “inappropriate
question,” and that it was not made with bad intentions. The editor said the Green Sheet sec-

tion’s editor was “on vacation.”
This is why the Black press is needed! Mainstream media entities don’t have the sensitivity,
empathy, or desire to plead the causes of people
of color, especially Black people. We’re simply
a sensational headline or trivia question that
feeds the mainstream (White) community’s negative opinions, beliefs and narrative as to who
we are as a people.
We seek not to pat ourselves on the back by
emphasizing our commitment, but instead to
challenge the misconception that social media
can fill the news and advocacy void the Black
Press has assumed since 1827.
While it is true there has been a relative decline in newsprint across the board, the Black
Press is still as relevant today as it was when
the original Journal declared on its masthead,
"We Wish to Plead our Own Cause."
That manta is intrinsic on every page of your
Community Journal today and fills a void that no
other media can. It is also what makes us relevant even as we combat struggling subscriptions and the onslaught of social media
misinformation that permeates the blog world,
providing propaganda masked as fact.
We freely acknowledge that “fake news” has
not only hurt the legitimacy of genuine and honest media and reporting, but has also undercut
American democracy and the fourth estate. We
also recognize there are few, if any, unbiased
news outlets today.
Yet it should also be known The Milwaukee
Community Journal has not been sued for libel
in our entire 40-plus year history, nor can anyone say we have presented fake news. Indeed,
we admit our bias because we report news from
an Africentric perspective and analyze events
and policies based on how they specifically will
impact our Community.
That is our mission and purpose and what

makes us unique and a household name in our
Community. The fact that you are reading this

editorial is a testament to your quest for knowledge, analyzation of current events, and political

paradigms. We can assume you don't have to be
convinced of our importance.

But others may not be so sophisticated or un-

derstand the difference between legitimate news

and propaganda masked as information. The
most important gift we can provide is wisdom.

An educated mind is the most powerful weapon
against ignorance and oppression.

RELIGION HAPPENINGS
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Black minister to his
mostly white ELCA
denomination: ‘We need to
rethink church’

FA I T H

Street sign
Canaan Baptist Church to hold
dedication for
84th anniversary morning worship
late Metropolitan celebration and a street festival
Canaan Baptist Church, under the pastorship of Rev.
MBC pastor Rev. Frederick
E. Jones, will celebrate 84 years of ministry
Willie Wanzo, Sr. Sunday, September 15. The theme for

Interview by Adelle M. Banks of
religionnews.com

(RNS) — The Rev.
Lenny Duncan is not
your typical Evangelical
Lutheran Church in
America minister.
Duncan is the black
pastor of a mostly AfroCaribbean congregation
in one of the nation’s
least diverse denominations. He recently decided to challenge that
denomination — the
Evangelical Lutheran
Church in America — in
a new book titled “Dear
Church: A Love Letter
from a Black Preacher to
the Whitest Denomination in the U.S.”
At Jehu’s Table church
in Brooklyn, New York,
Duncan proclaims his
gratitude during Communion for African American role models ranging
from transgender activist Marsha P. Johnson to Nation of Islam leader Malcolm X to civil rights minister Martin Luther King Jr.
Duncan, 41, talked to Religion News Service about
why he is confronting his 94% white denomination,
how churches can overcome the notion that they are
dying, and what he has in common with Dylann Roof,
a Lutheran man convicted of killing nine people at
Mother Emanuel African Methodist Episcopal
Church in Charleston, South Carolina.
The interview has been edited for length and clarity.
Why did you decide to write this book, “Dear
Church,” and why did you choose to use the form
of a letter to your denomination?
I grew up in an abusive home. And one of the first
times I ever tried to defend my mom, I was about five
years old and I stood over her body and I tried to
block the blows that my father was raining down on
her. That’s what “Dear Church” feels like for me. It’s
an attempt of self-defense of the church that I love.
You called the ELCA to work toward dismantling white supremacy within it. And you said the
first step is a national confession. Do you think the
“Declaration of the ELCA to People of African
Descent” that was delivered earlier this month accomplished that?
When we’re talking about dismantling the structures of systemic racism, there’s repentance and eventually there’s reconciliation, but there has to be
reparations in the middle. There have to be constructive, quantifiable actions that show that you’ve turned
around. So, while I think it’s a good start, I certainly
don’t think the job’s anywhere near done.
The issue of reparations is often tied to money.
But you seem to think of them in other terms.
What are other ways you think reparations are
necessary within your denomination or others?
It is time for all straight white males in the Evangelical Lutheran Church in America to remove their
names from ballots for bishop. It’s the same thing
when we come to some of the positions that we see in
our churchwide organization — to just self-select
their way out. This comes from my experience at
seminary and other places. As someone who shows
up as a cis male, if I’m quiet long enough typically a
female or femme in the room will say the same thing
I was gonna say much more succinctly and probably
more intelligently than I would.
Are you also talking about the curriculum in
seminaries?
Yeah. Most of the time whenever a person of color
voice is added to the curriculum — even if we talk
about James Cone; lots of times professors suggested
I read Dr. Cone’s work — but it’s always the extra
book or the recommended reading.
It wasn’t required reading.
Some people are going to think that your ideas
are progressive or even radical. Do you think that
people, especially white males in your denomination, would actually willingly leave their names off
ballots for bishop?
In my book, I don’t rely on the good nature of
white folks. What my work offers to them is that the
American white Protestant church is obsessed with
legacy. If you want your church to survive, if you
want your denomination to be relevant in the 21st
century, if you actually want a viable Lutheran legacy
in the American context, then you’ll take these suggestions.
Because my blood hasn’t ever encouraged them.
The blood of Trayvon Martin has never encouraged

Rev. Lenny Duncan

them. The blood of Michael
Brown has never encouraged
them.
The blood of Eric Garner has
never encouraged them to change.
So now what I’m offering is the
death of their own church because
this is the direction that the American context is headed, and I’m just
trying to point towards that.
You note that Dylann Roof
and you are both part of the
ELCA. What does that mean to you and what
should the church learn from that?
The reality is that Dylann was only a few decisions
away from being me or I was only a few decisions
away from being Dylann. Neither of us were nurtured
and supported when we were younger, and it’s really
by the grace of God that I didn’t end up in a similar
situation as Dylann.
For me, the struggle has been not to make Dylann
Roof into a monster or into a demon or into a
boogeyman but as someone who could be sitting in
the pews of any ELCA church right now and is just
waiting for a good word to push that person in the
right direction or a lack thereof, because power abhors a vacuum, and then be pushed in the same direction Dylann was.
I try to parallel our histories in a way that makes it
more real for folks so that folks can see that this is
important work that should be done now, particularly
in areas where there isn’t a lot of diversity, to make
sure something like Charleston never happens again.
You talk about the power of symbols and liturgy
and say the white garments worn by seminarians
and clergy are problematic. Why?
What’s the color for Easter? White. How is Christ
depicted in most of our liturgical art that’s inside our
sanctuaries? White. This is particularly a problem in
the American context because whiteness and white
supremacy is so embedded in our culture that we start
relating white as good and dark as bad. You see the
story in Advent, this whole idea of darkness to light.
How we tell the story is just as important as the
story we’re telling. The tools that we use and the
symbols that we use have long-term, often detrimental, effects to the children sitting in our pews.
When I was in seminary someone said to me, “I’m
not going to let a blip in Christian history ruin white
robes for me.” And what I replied to them is, “Your
people didn’t get their a– kicked by that blip in Christian history. So it’s easy for you to get past it.”
You described yourself and the church as queer,
but you say less than 10% of ELCA congregations
have labeled themselves as LGBTQ-affirming. Do
you foresee any change in this issue that has divided the ELCA and many other denominations?
I think more and more people are starting to realize
that queer Christians have been a part of the Christian
experience since the very beginning. Often, we will
hear people talk about (the biblical story of) the
Ethiopian eunuch.
The truth is, queer folks are in every church and
every denomination and there’s no avoiding it. So the
real issue is, is your God big enough, is your Jesus
big enough? Is your church big enough to open up
the gates of grace wider for other people?
There are instances where church sanctuaries
can hold 300 but only have 20 in the pews each
week, you noted. But you also say at one point in
your book that the church is not dying. Why do
you think that it’s not dying?
I think we need to rethink church and we need to
rethink the way that we count membership. I might
have, like, 40, 50 people in my church on a Sunday.
But there’s 200 people who are engaged in our community in various ways.
For me it’s about who is encountering Jesus and
having their life transformed and how a whole community is being transformed by a Jesus who is trying
to liberate them from their circumstances, either spiritually, physically, economically, socially. A lot of
times, even at 4,000 people inside a building, that
doesn’t mean any of that (sic) is happening.

C O M M U N I T Y

The late Rev. Wanzo

The members of Metropolitan Missionary Baptist Church
and the family of its late pastor,
Rev. Willie D. Wanzo, Sr., invites the community to the unveiling and dedication of an
honorary street sign named in
Wanzo’s honor.
The unveiling/dedication will
be Sunday, Sept. 15, starting
at 1 p.m. at the corner of 14th
and Burleigh Street. A reception will follow the program.
Wanzo passed away October
23, 2012 at age 86. Moving to
Milwaukee in 1951, Wanzo accepted the call to ministry in
1955, serving as assistant pastor of the church from 1955 to
1972. He was appointed interim pastor in 1972, and installed as pastor in 1973.
Metropolitan is one of the
most prominent Black
churches in the community.

the day is: “The Lord Hath Done
Great Things for Us (Psalm
126:2-3).”
The speaker for the 10:30
a.m. morning worship that
day will be Rev. Richard
Shaw of St. Matthew CME
Church. Sunday school will
start at 9 a.m. Canaan is located at 2975 N. 11th St.
The next week, on Saturday,
Rev. Frederick E. Jones
September 28, Canaan will
hold an exciting community event; a street festival called “Rocking the Block for Jesus.” There will be a bounce house, storytelling, face-painting, music and singing, as well as games; a free
raffle, and the distribution of school supplies and gift bags filled
with toiletries.
Free food will be served. Also available to attendees will be a
prayer tent/drive thru prayer tent for those needing prayer, as
well as an opportunity to have blood pressure and blood sugar
check-ups. This event will run from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. For more information call the church at 414-264-2070 Monday through
Wednesday, and Friday, from 9:30 a.m. to 2 p.m.

“Give God

your WEAKNESS
and He’ll
give you His
STRENGH!”
IBelieve.com

PERSPECTIVES
In front of her
home on Capital
Drive, state Sen.
Lena Taylor announced her
candidacy Tuesday for Milwaukee Mayor.

Photo courtesy of Urban Milwaukee

No need to fear, that loud squealing sound you heard
last Monday wasn’t a pregnant woman in “labor,” but instead the reaction of Democratic National Convention
(DNC) chair Tom Perez upon hearing that state Senator
Lena Taylor had announced her candidacy for Milwaukee
mayor.

Perez’s wail wasn’t rooted in his fear of the mayoral election outcome, but
instead how the campaign could impact the July Democratic Party convention
here and maybe even the presidential election next fall.
Like other convention stakeholders, Perez will be stepping on eggshells for
the next 10 months, hoping against hope that Taylor will not draw attention
to the plight of Black Milwaukeeans or, more succinctly, how profoundly entrenched apartheid is in the Great City by a Great Lake (aka “Brewcity”).
That latter point can’t be overstated, not only because our plight casts a
dim shadow on the horrid state of Black Milwaukee, but also how the party’s
most loyal—albeit underappreciated—special interest (African American voters), have been all but ignored since the 1964 Civil Rights Act.
And whether party officials want to admit it or not, that reality is one of
the reasons for Black political apathy.
Nowhere is that more evident than in Milwaukee which, by all respects, is
a microcosm of America.
I’m pretty confident Lena’s campaign strategy will draw attention to that
dichotomy. And in doing so, she will not only put Milwaukee under an uncomfortable and unfavorable microscope, but jeopardize the sanctity of the
convention as well.
Rumor has it that several groups—African American, women and millennials—are planning demonstrations for the convention. That’s consistent with
other political conventions and will garner the same type of response—little
coverage and swept under the rug.
But it will be hard to ignore what Lena will bring to the table.
From that perspective, it is irrelevant if she can win her desired post.
As the old saying goes, “the damage from hanging your laundry out in public remains long after people see your dirty drawers.”
What concerns Perez and those with a vested interest in putting on a penultimate reality show, is that those images will linger on throughout the summer.
And imagine the defensiveness of local and DNC officials trying to explain
how and why Milwaukee looks eerily similar to South Africa.
Against that backdrop, Perez now has to worry about Lena opening Pandora’s Box.
Yet, even my blind father can see that for Lena to run a competitive campaign, she must employ a strategy that is grounded in the exposure and examination of a myriad of issues facing this city’s largest ethnic group, and
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QUOTE OF THE WEEK

“Even though you’re fed up,
you gotta keep your head up.”
-Tupac Shakur

For the DNC, hell hath no fury like a
Black woman running for mayor...with
a big megaphone...ready to speak
truth to power!

the inability of anyone at the federal and local level to address them.
I mention two levels of government because I wouldn’t put all of the blame
at the feet of the incumbent and common council, as some people do.
The White House and congress share much of the blame.
In fact, some of us questioned what Barack Obama would do to improve
Black conditions.
That’s an appropriate question, not only because I voted for an African
American president (versus a president who is Black). I also voted for him
because he was friends with Tom Barrett, who was the first mayor of a significant city to endorse him.
You could say Barrett and Obama were joined at the hip, although those
on the bottom did not realize any relief of significance.
Barrett and Obama shared similar political philosophies, and it was our
hope they also would share resources.
The mayor tapped into the federal bank account more than many city executives, but apparently, that wasn’t the answer either.
As we learned, what ails us won’t be solved by a “few” dollars. It will require systemic change and redistribution of the pie. It will also require a cultural shift, but that’s another column.
In truth, the critical indicators for Black America remained the same under
Obama.
Yes, the Affordable Care Act was the most significant legislation since the
13th Amendment.
And Obama’s judicial appointments and policy amendments are the only
weapons left to fight off Donald Trump’s current assault against civil rights
and equal opportunity.
But the reality is, after two terms, the African American poverty rate actually went up, and all the negative social indicators for Milwaukee remained
the same, including the highest Black male unemployment rate in the country.
Unfortunately—for the Black community and the Democratic Party—that
sad statistic (54% for Black males 18-65) is but the tip of the iceberg.
Consider also that Milwaukee leads the nation in six other negative social
indicators, earning us the title of “Worst City for African Americans in the
USA.”
For Black Milwaukeeans, the only place worse than our city is the suburbs,
where you don’t want to be caught after dark.
In fact, you may recall the owner of the Bucks went so far as to declare
Milwaukee the most racist city he’s ever lived in, and he’s from New York!
Stakeholders were quick to try and muzzle him. But they weren’t able to
hide the truth of his statement.
In fact, just last week, $400,000 in our property tax revenues was awarded
to a Bucks’ player for his encounter with racial profiling and police brutality.
I think that put police bias damages paid this year at over $5 million!
I’m sure you’ll hear about that tragedy from Lena, who will also note how
it is but one example of apartheid that has for too long been ignored or called
rainwater.
She will also note that various federal agencies revealed Milwaukee has
the highest African American poverty rate this side of the Mason Dixon Line.
Those factors should not be surprising, given that Milwaukee has the lowest
reading proficiency rate for Black fourth and eighth graders south of Alaska.
And, the gap between White and Black student achievement is a contributing
factor to Wisconsin (Milwaukee) having the highest Black male incarceration
rate north of Florida.
And let’s not forget we are the most segregated city south of the Canadian
border.
I can throw several other “negatives” at you, but I’m sure you get my drift
or dust storm.
There are some stakeholders who have tried to muzzle me over the years

SIGNIFYIN’

By Mikel Kwaku Oshi Holt

from exposing what I consider examples of American apartheid. They say
my incessant attacks on the status quo is disingenuous and harmful to the
city’s image.
It is, and that’s why I do what I do. You can’t solve a problem you don’t
acknowledge exists.
I’ve often noted the Black Press is an arm of the Civil Rights Movement,
and as such, I can’t remain silent.
As Frederick Douglass once said, “Power concedes nothing without a demand. It never did, and it never will. Find out just what any people will submit
to, and you have found out the exact amount of injustice and wrong which
will be imposed upon them; and these will continue till they are resisted with
either words or blows or with both.”
I’m not the only one who subscribes to that posit. As a state senator, Taylor
has echoed my concerns for the last decade. But her platform has been limited
to our community.
As a candidate for mayor, however, she will not only have a higher platform
but a larger bullhorn as well.
And as a campaign strategy, she believes acknowledgment of the African
American plight is an issue that will galvanize the Black vote, which represents the majority in Milwaukee.
But that’s not the only fear Perez has about the mayoral election. What if
race—racism—is injected into the political bloodstream?
Not from Tom Barrett, he’s too classy and committed to progressive ideals
to stoop that low.
Yet, imagine if a galvanized Black vote senses more than just a mild whiff
of racism in the air?
If that cancer is realized, you may as well start building a new ark.
Sherwin Hughes, the preeminent radio talk show host, declared on his
WRRD-1510 show last week that if the campaign evolves from issues to
melanin, it will not only rouse Black voters for the mayoral election, but will
turn them off to the presidential election as well. (Unless Senator Cory Booker
emerges with the nomination, or Stacy Abrams is selected as Elizabeth Warren’s running mate).
All of which poses an even greater threat to the hopes of the Democratic
Party recapturing the White House.
Conversely, if Black voters feel dissed and that nothing of significance will
come out of the presidential election (similar to the 2016 election), you may
as well put a neon blinking Trump sign up on the White House lawn.
That means Taylor is in a unique position. And Pérez will have many sleepless nights for the foreseeable future.
It’s been speculated (but not proven) that the DNC played a role in Common Council President Ashanti Hamilton’s decision not to pursue a run for
mayor. In Democratic circles, he’s a hero for putting off his goals for what
they consider a higher cause—the presidential race.
Lena Taylor, however, dances to a different R&B tune. And to that beat,
all politics are local.
Which has to concern Perez and other DNC stakeholders and benefactors:
A Black woman with a megaphone and a beat to rock to? Lord have mercy!
Hotep.

“I’ll have what she’s having…White privilege!”

By P. Cobb

How does a person who has experienced racial profiling or profiling of any
kind, articulate it to others-outside of that experience?
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What will make them believe it actually happened-even if they have
never experienced it in the spaces
they describe as inclusive, safe or liberal?
In my own experience of being
profiled here at an east side eaterylast spring, the reality of an isolated
moment which may have been interpreted as a slight-has grown into
enormous proportions because I
talked about it.
I was recently called out on social
media by one rogue sympathizer of
the aforementioned establishment for
“looking for a cause to hate white
people” for holding on to my own
“pent up anger against whites.” This
person posted that they could call me
out because they themselves were
Native American with drops of
African ancestry.
They felt I was out of line to presume that my single experience was
based on race-at a place where black
people held jobs.
They felt I was trying to shut down
a perfectly good business over a
$6.00 purchase.
Last May, I questioned a check-out
procedure at an eatery where I was a
regular customer and had been for

the nearly 28-years since I have lived
in Milwaukee.
This all began when I questioned
the check-out procedure for me, that
didn’t apply to a woman ahead of me
in line who happened to be White
and purchasing similar items.
In short hand, I realized that I had
been asked to pay in advance; however this policy didn’t apply to the
White person’s transactions. A manager was called after I questioned the
inequality of this policy. When the
manager approached me he said,
“I’m sorry if you feel that you were
profiled.” I was speechless, as I
hadn’t used this verb.
A few days after this happened,
and after my social network blew up
with commentary in response to me
sharing my experience,
I was contacted by an owner of this
establishment and a meeting was
arranged to discuss what had happened. He immediately extended a
verbal apology and shared his empathy about the experience.
He said, “I believe it happened. No
question.” I believed him. I believed
that he was remorseful. This put me
at ease, as did his pledge to work
with me toward planning a community action to address, apologize and
train his employees to prevent this
from happening again.
We framed it around a community

involved teach in/forum/table with
trained mediators. This hasn’t happened.
Where are we now?
Time got in between, with the start
of summer. So, following up with
him months later, I was sent a lukewarm response saying the business
was working to resolve these matters
internally.
(I) sent the name of a qualified
Afrocentric mediation service in our
community to the business to contact. They claimed he failed to reach
out; and that when they did, where
told (by the mediation service) that it
never received any emails from
them. I know this to be false.
I am asked what I want.
I hold out hope that the owners of
this east side eatery demonstrate that
they are intolerant of biased behaviors by those in their employ-by not
framing it as a flaw in their checkout
system.
Furthermore, I would like them to
take what has happened seriouslywhether on or off social media. Move
the needle, raise the vibration and
sustain actions to change any and all
types of biases and gestures leading
to discrimination-of any kind.
When asked by others how they
could support, I’ve asked folks to
stand in solidarity with me-if they believed it happened, if they cared that

it shouldn’t happen to anyone. In
turn, folks have written letters, sent
notes and called the business to put
pressure on them to address this
problem publicly and to reconcile by
taking sustainable measures to correct it.
I’ve kept a promise to myself that
I would not cross the threshold of
that small business again and I have
not been back. Prior to this, I hadn’t
felt unwelcomed or distrusted in that
space.
I was born a black in the midfifties and am not a stranger to racial
profiling-yet I was caught off guardwas shocked when-all the feels were
present. I regularly navigate between
the Midwest and the South, so I am
self-aware/conscious of the spaces
that are inclusive and those that are
not.
What I experienced is not new, is
not something I didn’t recognize, is
Not something I imagined or projected, is Not something I will soon
forget about.
This is NOT something that should
be dismissed, diminished or made
out to be a lie-by those who can’t
imagine it would happen-because it
hasn’t happened to them. Especially
those who would not be subjected to
this kind of treatment or experience
it in the same way persons of melanin
have.
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...the Black press is a
form of communication
that is vital to our community because Black
newspapers...Black
media in general...highlight the positives
within Black America
that, sadly, don’t get
shown by the majority
run media outlets that
dwell on the negatives
of our lives.
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—MCJ Editor Thomas Mitchell, Jr. (Excerpted from the newspaper’s
December 26, 2018 edition)

SUPPORT THE BLACK
PRESS!
READ AND SUPPORT THE
ADVERTISERS OF YOUR

MILWAUKEE
COMMUNITY JOURNAL
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